OFFICE OF PUBLIC HEALTH STUDIES

- Assoc. Dean, M10-E, #89065
  (Proposed classification, final classification to be determined)
  1.0
- Secretary II, SR14, #34086
  1.0
  2.0

DEPT OF PUBLIC HEALTH SCIENCES AND EPIDEMIOLOGY
  Chart IIB

GRADUATE PROGRAM
  Chair appointed from public health faculty positions

CENTER ON AGING
  (Director appointed from public health faculty positions)
  Secretary I
  SR12 #41558
  1.0

ADMISSIONS AND STUDENT SERVICES
  Asst. Dean, E03M #9144
  1.0
  Secretary II, SR14, #15052
  1.0
  UH Std Serv Spec II, PO6, #81521
  1.0
  UH Std Serv Spec I, PO3, #81748
  4.0

JABSOM LIBRARY RESOURCE CENTER
  Librarian III, E3M11 #85654
  1.0

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
  UH Admin Officer III, PO7, #81516
  1.0
  UH Admin Officer I, PO3, #81523*
  1.0
  UH Fiscal Supt Spec, PO1, #81739**
  1.0
  3.0

* In Manoa Pool
** Position being made permanent

CHART UPDATED
DATE JUL 20 2001
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH SCIENCES AND EPIDEMIOLOGY

Chair (appointed from faculty positions)

Secretary II, SR-14, #34214
Secretary II, SR-14, #14332*

Faculty Positions (Full Time)

15.0

15MO9 - #82159
15MO9 - #82856
15MO9 - #84196
15MO9 - #84013
14MO9 - #82763
15MO9 - #82399
14MO9 - #84847
#85852**
#84572**
#82060***
#83319***
#82390***

17.0

* Incumbent retired, position being abolished
** Under recruitment
*** Vacant, preparing to recruit
STATE OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

POSITION ORGANIZATION CHART
CHART VII

Dean

DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS, GYNECOLOGY AND WOMEN'S HEALTH

Chairman (Appointed from Instructional Positions)

Instructional Positions (5.55)
Full-time: #84032  
#84134  
#86325  
#86453  
Part-time: #94085 (.50)  
#87366 (.75)

CHART UPDATED
DATE    JUL 20 2001
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY

Chairman (Appointed from Instructional Positions)

Secretary II, SR14, #15609

Instructional Positions (5.60)
Full-time: #83773
#83949
#84455
#84630
#87277
Part-time: #84851 (.10)
#86559 (.50)
STATE OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

POSITION ORGANIZATION CHART
CHART XIII

Dean

DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY

Chairman (Appointed from Instructional Positions)

Instructional Positions (7.95)
Full-time:  
#83583, #86969
#83099 (.05)  #85941 (.05)
#83270 (.20)  #86052 (.10)
#83958 (.05)  #86213 (.15)
#84146 (.15)  #86237 (.15)
#84259 (.50)  #86862 (.25)
#84484 (.50)  #87688 (.40)
#4583 (.50)  #88435 (.15)
#85055 (.10)  #88453 (.30)
#85413 (.50)  #88541 (.15)
#85562 (.25)  #88700 (.30)
#85571 (.20)  #88749 (.10)
#85666 (.10)  #88792 (.15)
#85763 (.10)  #88802 (.50)

CHART UPDATED
DATE JUL 20 2001
STATE OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

POSITION ORGANIZATION CHART
CHART XV

Dean

DEPARTMENT OF ALLIED MEDICAL SCIENCES
DIVISION OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

Chairman (Appointed from Instructional Positions)

Secretary II, SR14, #15267

Instructional Positions (3.25)
  Full-time:  #84340
  #86735
  #87251
  Part-time:  #85559 (25)

CHART UPDATED
DATE: JUL 20 2001
STATE OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
POSITION ORGANIZATION CHART
CHART XVI

DEPARTMENT OF ALLIED MEDICAL SCIENCES
DIVISION OF SPEECH PATHOLOGY & AUDIOLGY

Chairman (Appointed from Instructional Positions)

Secretary II, SR14, #13893

Instructional Positions (6.00)
Full-time:   #82457
            #83586
            #83869
            #85304
            #86199
            #87133
Graduate Assistant: #88361 (.50)